
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

inventsomething@live.com

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

4-12-14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer 

Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" replica of the DC 

Memorial. Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer New Manhattan Project 

killed by same Vet's! 

4-12-14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... Navy JFK Super 

Carrier + No NASA Super International Space Station Today.. 

Same Vets who were the "Baby Killers" in Vietnam are at 

George Orwell HQ today as "BMF" tattooed 1 trillion time on 

their Frontal Lobe! Spacewalks may be needed to fix 

computer breakdown on International Space ... A computer 

breakdown on the International Space Station could require 

astronauts to undertake a spacewalk. Nasa confirmed on 

Friday that a backup computer on the exterior of the ISS 

called a Multiplexer-Demultiplexer (MDM) is not responding 

to ... 

4-12-14 Sat. 9 am Starbucks on Duval A Mexican or Cuban 

Janitor-Manager from the front Desk of the Hotel came over 

to my table at Starbucks and told asked me if I was staying 

at the Hotel... Hell No... (No George Orwell Observers should 

ever stay at Crowne Plaza Key West-La Concha...) the girl at 

the cash register in Starbucks from the Philippine's said she 
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the cash register in Starbucks from the Philippine's said she 

called the Front Desk on the other guy but lied. I watched 

them look at me and I was waiting for the line to get coffee 

go down, he and her wasted 30 mins when a long line was 

waiting to buy Starbucks coffee so they waited even longer, 

as 2 employees were watching me start up my Notebook 

Computer... wow And now I wasted 1 hour on a cure for 

Cancer caused by the Hotel and Starbucks employees who 

wanted me to stand in a long line... to buy coffee! I will try 

to put in a complaint about Philippine illegal workers in Key 

West too she lied! Back to the Rxcure For Breast Cancer... 

until the Hotel front Desk Janitor from Mexico or Cuba comes 

back as I told the girl at Starbucks I would post this on my 

web (a Crowne Plaza Hotel 430 Duval St Key West, Florida 

33040 United States) 

4-12-14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... via "Breast Cancer 

Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" repliica of the DC 

Memorial. Dr. Nancy Oppenhiemer's New Manhattan Project 

killed by same Vet's! 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons Battlefield, MIT War 
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44,000 dead women on the "Pentagons Battlefield, MIT War 

Toys not RxCure Pasteur would put in the drinking water! 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women from DWI Truck Drivers leaving the 

bar... Mexicans + Cuban truck drivers with no "Web Cam" 

watching them on the dash of the Semi Trucks... GPS tracking 

their break times, not a Dash Cam with Mic and Speaker the 

boss can get them fired! 

4-12-14 Key West Citizen news today, Vietnam Wall at mile 

marker 100... not in the Key West Citizen news is... a loss of 

44,000 dead women every year from 1965 to 2014 from 

Breast Cancer and another 19,000 murdered by drunk men 

many coming home from MIT Pentagon Wars from 1965 to 

2014. I wrote a Breast Cancer Memorial Web page and mp3 

reading it aloud... Mary B. will make the Movie, "Breast 

Cancer Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" 

4-12-14 ... a loss of 44,000 dead women... "Breast Cancer 

Memorial Massacre by Vietnam Vet's" 

4-12-14 Pope Francis.. a loss of 44,000 dead women... Pope 

stifled a RxCure... "BMF" Pope must ask the USA George Orwell 

Observer what this means at Orwell HQ... as the Pope has no 

idea the Top Brass at George Orwell HQ are "BMF's" who will 

"Rape + Kill" anyone they can! So the Pope in the News 

about... Pope Francis asked forgiveness for the child sexual 

abuse scandals in the Catholic Church on Friday, the first 

time he's done so as pope, and also said the church must be 

“very strong” - "BMF's" dictatorship of Vietnam Vets Tyranny 

of "Napalm" + Search + Destroy" same today but covert as 

"Smog" of new 2014 Ford + GM cars sold to China. Pope has 

no idea George Orwell would kill him if he was planning on 

LEAKING on Easter the suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar! George Orwell will rape the little boys 

the Priest already had... "BMF's!!!" Really! 
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4-12-14 Drunk Drivers and Suppressed "Dash Cam with Mic + 

Speakers"... 'Affluenza' teen's family won't pay full rehab fee... 

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) - The family of a Texas teenager 

sentenced to prob-ation after killing four people in a 

drunken-driving wreck will pay for just a fraction of his 

court-ordered treatment, a court official testified Friday. 

FedEx Truck, a loss of 44,000 dead women... via George 

Orwell HQ suppressing 1 invention, HQ's is really suppressing 

1 Trillion new inventions they don't want on the market. Bill 

+ Melinda's Hell No We Won't Go... and release the Win 8.2 fix 

or preinstall 1,001 invention projects with links to help you 

get started to InventSomething... with icon to record this 

internet brainstorming session as a YouTube Video to share 

with other Inventors! BMF is what Bill + Melinda call 

themselves when no Observers are watching! 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women 

4-12-14 FedEx Truck was on fire as it crashed, a loss of 

44,000 dead women 
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4-11-14 FedEx... Crash + Burns! ElectricWindmillFedEx Trucks 

with no "Gasoline" and "Super Air Bags on the Outside was 

"Destroyed by the Key West Navy Politics of McCain's 4 Star 

Admirals and his Hanoi Bombing of FedEx Trucks and 

School Kids in War" "War's Super Gravity" destroy's! 

4-11-14 "War's Super Gravity" destroyed the wooden "Star 

Travel House" NASA had "Gary the Carpenter" built in Key 

West... not up to "Code. 

4-11-14 "War's Super Gravity" persecuting the Eiffel Tower 

"Star Travel House" Greg + Wives will Build! "Dash Cam on 

FedEx and Mexican Semi Trucks crossing the boarder... 

Surveillance Movies and Moves by the Fed's! Not without the 

"Body Count of War" for Traffic Wrecks on NBC Nightly News! 

Now Suppressed by Numb Nuts George Orwell... 

4-11-14 RxCure in 2014 Mary B's + Greg will make a Movie 

of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 
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of... Mary B's Movie "Yale's Vanessa Today's Farrah" + "1,001 

Invention Projects the Movie!" Centers For Disease Control 

Reports Almost 1,700 Births To Teens A Week. How many have 

STD, Syphilis like the Out of Africa woman? Report This at the 

Centers for Disease Control... really get a Control on Teen 

Diseases they have no idea! Along with new Hemingway 

Movies written at the Hemingway House Writers Classes that 

put "InventSomething" in every Chapter! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html> 
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